Imaging Patterns of Toxic and Metabolic Brain Disorders.
Toxic and metabolic brain disorders are relatively uncommon diseases that affect the central nervous system, but they are important to recognize as they can lead to catastrophic outcomes if not rapidly and properly managed. Imaging plays a key role in determining the most probable diagnosis, pointing to the next steps of investigation, and providing prognostic information. The majority of cases demonstrate bilateral and symmetric involvement of structures at imaging, affecting the deep gray nuclei, cortical gray matter, and/or periventricular white matter, and some cases show specific imaging manifestations. When an appropriate clinical situation suggests exogenous or endogenous toxic effects, the associated imaging pattern usually indicates a restricted group of diagnostic possibilities. Nonetheless, toxic and metabolic brain disorders in the literature are usually approached in the literature by starting with common causal agents and then reaching imaging abnormalities, frequently mixing many different possible manifestations. Conversely, this article proposes a systematic approach to address this group of diseases based on the most important imaging patterns encountered in clinical practice. Each pattern is suggestive of a most likely differential diagnosis, which more closely resembles real-world scenarios faced by radiologists. Basic pathophysiologic concepts regarding cerebral edemas and their relation to imaging are introduced-an important topic for overall understanding. The most important imaging patterns are presented, and the main differential diagnosis for each pattern is discussed. Online supplemental material is available for this article. ©RSNA, 2019.